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Practice Promotes Performance

6 Ways PreACT Helps You

Predict
The PreACT was designed to give accurate predictions of your performance on the ACT test. Try your best on the PreACT to know exactly how close you are to your ideal score.

Train
Practice testing with the timing, setting, and format of the ACT without the distractions you might face practicing at home.

Envision
Your score benchmarks tell you how you’ll perform in college courses. Hitting the benchmark means you have a 50% chance of earning a B and a 75% chance of earning a C in a college course.

Explore
Don’t know what college major or career you want to pursue yet? Fill out the interest inventory for an interest map and related career suggestions to get a running start down your career path.

Launch
Colleges and scholarship opportunities will call before you even hit junior year. Answer “yes” to sharing your information to get colleges as excited as you are about your post-graduation plans.

Improve
Scores not matching your standards? Find out exactly where you can improve in your score reports and seek out resources at your school to change your shortcomings into strengths.